Abstract-As microelectronics device feature sizes continue to shrink and wafers continue to increase in size, it is necessary to have tighter tolerances during the fabrication process to maintain high yields. Feedback control has, therefore, become an important issue in plasma processing equipment design. Comprehensive plasma equipment models linked to control algorithms would greatly aid in the investigation and optimal selection of control strategies. This paper reports on a numerical plasma simulation tool, the Virtual Plasma Equipment Model (VPEM), which addresses this need to test feedback control strategies and algorithms on plasma processing equipment. The VPEM is an extension of the Hybrid Plasma Equipment Model which has been augmented by sensors and actuators, linked together through a programmable controller. The sensors emulate experimental measurements of species densities, fluxes, and energies, while the actuators change process parameters such as pressure, inductive power, capacitive power, electrode voltages, and mole fraction of gases. Controllers were designed using a response surface based methodology. Results are presented from studies in which these controllers were used to compensate for a leak of N2 into an Ar discharge, to stably control drifts in process parameters such as pressure and power in Ar and Ar/Cl2, and to nullify the effects of long term changes in wall conditions in Cl2 containing plasmas. A new strategy for improving the ion energy flux uniformity in capacitively coupled discharges using feedback control techniques is also explored.
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I. INTRODUCTION

P
LASMA processing (etching, deposition, cleaning) is one of the most important procedures employed for manufacturing of microelectronics devices [1] . Most of the plasma processing reactors now in the fabrication facilities operate in the open loop mode, where process parameters are set based on recipes and past experience with little, if any, real time feedback from the etching or deposition process per se. As the microelectronics feature sizes continue to shrink and wafers continue to increase in size, it is necessary to have tighter tolerances during the fabrication process to maintain high yield. This is particularly true for plasma processing steps. Feedback control has, therefore, recently become an important issue in plasma processing equipment design, and Manuscript received May 20, 1997 ; revised November 14, 1997. This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (F49620-95-1-0524), the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the National Science Foundation (ECS 9404133), the Semiconductor Research Corporation, and the University of Wisconsin ERC for Plasma Aided Manufacturing.
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has motivated a number of investigations into its implementation [2] - [8] . The basic goal in these studies is to monitor, for example, etching or deposition rates using in situ diagnostics, and control process parameters that are more directly related to the measured quantities. The choice of control strategies is largely motivated by one's ability to measure the desired quantities. Considerable work is, therefore, also in progress to develop robust diagnostics [9] . The development of feedback control strategies has historically been largely empirical, based on experimentally observed correlations between sensor data and etch processes. The goal of the present research is to develop a computational tool that can be used for theoretically investigating feedback control strategies for plasma processing equipment, and to provide guidance for experimental tool development.
The most common approach to feedback control of plasma processing reactors makes use of statistical methods [2] , [3] . Using data from experiments, response surfaces linking product parameters (such as etch rate) and controllable process parameters (such as gas pressure and power) are constructed. These models are then used to dynamically control etching and deposition processes. Rashap et al. [4] have investigated feedback control in a reactive ion etching (RIE) reactor using controllers designed through system identification techniques which utilize the systems response to step changes in actuators. Sarfaty et al. [5] used a two color laser interferometer in conjunction with proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers to control etch rate by means of rf bias voltage in a magnetically confined inductively coupled plasma (ICP). An alternate approach is the use of reduced order or phenomenological models for the plasma [6] . Neural networks have also been used for controlling etch processes [7] . While the above mentioned studies are primarily experimental, Ventzek et al. [8] theoretically investigated the feasibility of improving plasma uniformity at the wafer by controlling the antenna coil currents in an ICP source. This method has recently been demonstrated experimentally by Le et al. [10] .
The computational tool we have developed to investigate feedback control is called the Virtual Plasma Equipment Model (VPEM). The VPEM is an extension of the Hybrid Plasma Equipment Model (HPEM) [11] - [13] , a comprehensive plasma equipment simulation tool. To make the HPEM suitable for studying issues related to feedback control, we added sensor, actuator, and programmable controller modules. The sensor module emulates measurements of experimental 0894-6507/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE sensors. Some of the implemented sensors (and their experimental analogs) are spatially averaged densities (optical emission spectroscopy), ion flux to surfaces (ion energy analyzer) and plasma density (Langmuir probe). The actuator module changes process parameters that can be externally controlled in experiments such as inductively coupled power, applied voltage on electrodes, gas pressure, flow rate, and mole fraction of gases in the feed. The sensor and actuator modules are linked together through a programmable controller.
In this study, we used the VPEM to evaluate controller designs and test feedback control strategies in ICP and RIE systems. The controllers were designed using a response surface based technique. The design procedure consisted of constructing the response surfaces over the actuator parameter range of interest, fitting a polynomial to these response surfaces, and using their coefficients to develop a linearized model for system response. In practice, these controllers were found to be fairly robust against drifts in actuators and external disturbances. We considered Ar, Ar/N 2 , and Ar/Cl 2 gas mixtures. In ICP reactors, the sensors we used were spatially averaged species density (which emulates experimental optical emission spectroscopy or microwave sensors) and ion flux to wafer (which, in ion driven etch processes such as SiO 2 , emulates etch rate). The actuators included inductive power, pressure and rf voltage on the biased electrode. It was found that one and two variable controllers were able to compensate for perturbations caused by small gas leaks and modification in reactor surface, and control up to 20% drifts in actuators. In the RIE reactor, we demonstrated the capability of designing controllers by investigating a technique for improving the uniformity of wafer-impinging ion energy flux. In this technique, the powered electrode of the RIE reactor is split into two, and the voltage on the two segments is controlled independently.
The VPEM is described in Section II. In Section III, we explain the controller design procedure. Results from the VPEM are presented in Section IV, and concluding remarks are in Section V.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE VIRTUAL PLASMA EQUIPMENT MODEL
In this section, we describe the Virtual Plasma Equipment Model (VPEM). The general structure of the VPEM is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The VPEM uses the HPEM for simulating the plasma equipment. The HPEM is a comprehensive plasma equipment simulator that has been developed at the University of Illinois [11] - [15] . Since the HPEM has been described in detail in several previous publications, it is only briefly discussed here. The HPEM consists of three coupled modules. The first module computes the inductively coupled electromagnetic fields and also simulates the circuitry supplying power to the inductive coils. The electromagnetic fields are passed to the second module which simulates electron energy transport. Electron energy transport can be simulated in a number of ways including a Monte Carlo simulation and solution of the electron energy equation coupled with the Boltzmann equation to provide rate coefficients. The second module computes the electron energy distribution function, electron temperature, source functions for various electron impact reactions, and electron transport coefficients. Using this information, the third module simulates ions, electrons, and neutral species transport in the plasma, and also generates the electrostatic fields. The electrostatic field and species densities computed by the third module are passed back to the first two modules, which completes the loop. The HPEM iterates the three modules until quasisteady-state plasma conditions are obtained.
To make the HPEM suitable for investigating feedback control problems, three modules were added. In the actuator module, process parameters including inductively coupled power, capacitively coupled power, voltage on electrodes, gas pressure, gas flow rate, mole fraction of gases in the feed, operating frequency, and relative currents on inductive coils can be adjusted. In the sensor module, the output of the HPEM is used to emulate quantities that are ideally measured by experimental sensors. The sensors (and their experimental analog) include the following for any species or combination of species:
1) density at a given point (rf probes and optical diagnostics); 2) spatially averaged density in the reactor (optical and microwave diagnostics); 3) spatially averaged density within a cone (optical diagnostics); 4) flux at a given point in a given direction (mass spectrometer), 5) total reactant flux impinging on the wafer (etch rate); 6) total flux at the pump port (residual gas analyzer); 7) energy flux at a given point on the wafer (etch rate). The sensor and actuator modules are linked through a controller module.
In a typical VPEM simulation, the user sets up a HPEM simulation and, in addition, specifies the sensors and actuators. The HPEM then computes the quasisteady-state plasma conditions. This information is used by the sensor module to emulate sensor data, which is checked against a user specified termination condition. If that condition is not satisfied, sensor data is passed to the controller module. The controller module computes how much the actuators need to be adjusted, and passes this information to the actuator module. The actuator module adjusts the actuators and reruns the HPEM simulation. This procedure is repeated until the termination condition is satisfied.
It has been assumed that the sampling time of the controller is much longer than the equilibration time of the plasma following perturbations to its operating conditions. Therefore, in between actuator adjustments, the plasma reaches quasisteady-state conditions. This assumption is strictly valid for a run-to-run control scenario. For real time control, it imposes a fundamental limitation on the maximum controller frequency that could be used. A study by Yang et al. [16] indicates that the disturbances produced in the plasmas of interest due to small step changes in actuators (such as power deposition) are generally stabilized in a few milliseconds. For changes in flow conditions (such as composition of the feedstock gases or flow rate), the equilibration time is approximately a residence time of the gas, which for the systems of interest is 10 s to a few hundred milliseconds. It therefore appears safe to assume that the results of the present study will be valid if the controller time step is 0.1 s or larger. It does, however, need to be explored in more detail as to what is the minimum time step size beyond which dynamic models, as opposed to the present static one, become necessary.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN
In past studies, a variety of approaches have been used to design feedback controllers. Rashap et al. [4] used an experimental system identification technique which utilized the response of the plasma system to step changes in actuators. Mozumder and Barna [2] developed response surface based models and determined optimal actuator settings based on them. Ventzek et al. [8] used a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller whose gain was estimated using the step response of the plasma system. Rietman et al. [7] used neural networks to control etching processes. We have kept the structure of the controller module general enough that all of these types of controllers can be implemented. In the feedback control problems we investigate in this paper, we used a response surface based technique to design the controllers. Since the basic control scheme in the VPEM is more akin to run-to-run control, this approach was found to be adequate for designing robust controllers. The controller design technique is described below.
The first step in the controller design procedure is to decide which sensors, actuators and range in actuator parameters are to be used for a given problem. Using this information, one runs HPEM simulations at selected points within the actuator parameter range and constructs response surfaces of sensor outputs as a function of actuator settings. We used design of experiment techniques to reduce the number of simulations that must be performed to make the response surfaces. Specifically, a commercial design of experiment software, Echip c [17] , was used to specify points where sensor data is needed. For controller design, the relevant information that is extracted from these response surfaces is the least mean square polynomial approximations linking the sensors and actuators. In our studies, we found that a quadratic polynomial was adequate for designing stable controllers. We will, therefore, restrict our attention to a quadratic polynomial in the following discussion. If the actuator parameter range of interest is broader or the system is strongly nonlinear, this procedure can be extended to handle polynomials of higher order. For a n-actuator n-sensor system, these polynomials have the form We studied three type of control problems using the VPEM: 1) control of drifts in actuators, 2) compensation for change in parameters other than actuators, and 3) adjustment of actuators so that the sensors approach some pre-specified values. Although the implementation details vary, the basic goal in all these problems was to adjust the actuators X = [x 1 ; x 2 ; 111; x n ] T so that the sensor signal Y = [y 1 ; y 2 ; 111; y n ] T can be made to approach a desired target T = [t 1 ; t 2 ; 111; t n ] T [see Fig. 1(b) ]. To determine how much the actuators need to be adjusted in a given situation, we consider a small change x k in actuators in (1). This will modify the sensor outputs to y j + y j . Assuming that (4) Fig. 2 . The electric field amplitude and plasma density profiles in the ICP reactor. The operating conditions are: argon, 400 W inductive power, 20 mtorr gas pressure, no rf bias voltage on the lower electrode, and 10 sccm gas flow rate. All the ICP control studies in this paper were conducted with this reactor configuration. We multiplied A 01 by an n 2n diagonal matrix B so that the actuator gains can be individually changed to improve stability. We use (4) for implementing the controllers in the VPEM.
IV. FEEDBACK CONTROL OF PLASMAS
We used the VPEM to study a number of feedback control problems in ICP and RIE reactors. In these problems, we investigated whether controllers designed using the technique described in Section III can compensate for drifts in process parameters such as power and pressure, changes in reactor wall conditions, and gas leaks. We also explored a new technique for improving the uniformity of ion energy flux at the wafer.
To illustrate the use of the VPEM, we first consider a one variable controller in an ICP reactor using argon powered at 13.56 MHz. The reactor is a modified form of the inductively coupled Gaseous Electronics Conference (GEC) reference cell [18] . The plasma density and electric field amplitude are shown in Fig. 2 for typical conditions (argon, 400 W, 20 mtorr, 10 sccm, no substrate bias). We chose inductive power to be the actuator and the sensor was spatially averaged electron density as might be measured by microwave interferometry. The gas pressure was kept constant at 17 mtorr and the lower electrode was not biased. Simulations were run at several powers between 350 and 450 W to construct the response surface, which is shown in Fig. 3 . As expected, higher power deposition produces a higher plasma density in an almost linear fashion. Using this response surface, a controller was designed that would keep the sensor output at a given value. Results from two control cases that utilize this controller are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In the first example (Fig. 4) , we increase the inductive power deposition (actuator) by 10% at T = 5. There is a corresponding increase in the sensor output as the plasma density increases in response to the change in power. The controller is then used to adjust the actuator to nullify the change in the sensor signal. As the results illustrate, the controller is able to bring the power and spatially averaged electron density back to their original values, and keep them there. The gain in the controller was multiplied by 0.5 to increase the controller response time. A more interesting case in shown in Fig. 5 where we increase the pressure by 10%. Since pressure is not an actuator, the controller is not specifically designed to handle variations in pressure. However, assuming that small changes in pressure do not perturb the response of the system significantly, the controller should work in this situation as well. This is verified by the results in Fig. 5 where the controller adjusts the power to bring the sensor signal (electron density) back to its original value. In this parameter regime, the plasma density increases with increasing pressure at constant power deposition since the rate of loss by diffusion is inversely proportional to pressure. The controller's response to an increase in pressure, which increases plasma density, was to decrease the power to compensate. This particular result is sensitive to the details of electron-ion recombination. At higher gas pressures where volumetric recombination dominates, the plasma density does not scale linearly with power deposition, and therefore a higher order controller may be required.
We next consider the same plasma system but use a two variable controller. The actuators are inductive power deposition and gas pressure. The sensors are spatially averaged electron density and total flux of Ar + ions to the wafer to emulate the etch rate of an ion driven process. The resulting response surfaces of sensor outputs as a function of pressure and power are shown in Fig. 6 . Both plasma density and Ar + flux to the wafer increase with increasing power deposition. In this parameter regime, plasma density increases with increasing pressure due to the lower rate of loss by diffusion. Ar + ion flux to the wafer, on the other hand, decreases slightly as gas pressure is increased at constant power. One can attribute this to a higher collision rate at larger pressures, which reduces the mean ion speed and hence flux. The controller obtained from this response surface was found to be robust against changes in actuators. For example, results from a control case in which both pressure and power are increased by 30% are shown in Fig 7. When gas pressure and inductive power are increased, both plasma density and Ar + ion flux to the wafer increase in accordance with predictions by the response surfaces. To nullify this large change, the controller decreases pressure and power until the sensors come back to their original values. To improve stability, we have again multiplied the controller gain by 0.5, which also increases the response time of the controller.
It is well known that addition of even small amount of molecular or attaching gases to rare gas discharges can significantly change the plasma parameters. It would be useful if feedback controllers can compensate for this type of disturbance which might occur as a result of a chamber gas leak. In the next example, we consider a case in which there is a leak at the gas inlet and small amount of N 2 flows into the ICP reactor intended to operate in pure argon. The gas leak changes the spatially averaged electron density and flux of Ar + Fig. 8 . Sensor, actuator, and disturbance time history for a control case in an ICP tool for which the controller compensates for a leak at the gas inlet.
The sensors are spatially averaged electron density and total flux of Ar + ions to the wafer. The actuators are inductive power and gas pressure. The external disturbance is a leak of N 2 into the reactor operating in Ar.
ions to the wafer. We used the 2-sensor 2-actuator controller described above to compensate for the N 2 leak and the results are shown in Fig. 8 . When N 2 was leaked into the reactor while keeping the power deposition constant, some power was diverted toward nonionizing excitation of N 2 thereby reducing the electron temperature. This reduced the power available for ionization of Ar, and led to a smaller electron density and smaller Ar + ion flux to the wafer. The controller responded to the reduced sensor outputs by increasing the inductive power, which brought both sensor signals close to their original values. The pressure is also reduced slightly to compensate for the over or undershooting that might have occurred if only inductive power would have been adjusted. The small oscillations in the steady-state are a consequence of the fact that the controller is operating in a system (Ar/N 2 ) that is different from the one it was designed for (pure Ar). The response surface obtained for the pure Ar case captures the qualitative behavior but is not quantitatively accurate. At every time step, it either under or over-estimates the actuator change, which produces the oscillations. One can reduce the oscillation amplitude by decreasing the controller gain. This will, however, adversely effect controller response time. The ion flux to the substrate will contain some small percentage of N + 2 when nitrogen is leaked into the cell, whereas our sensor, emulating a mass selective ion energy analyzer, measures only the Ar + flux. The response of the controller will be different if the total ion flux is measured, however that difference is small for these conditions and do not change the trends we have observed.
When reactive gases are used in plasma processing systems, the wall conditions may change over time due to passivation or polymer buildup. This can produce long term drifts in plasma characteristics by appreciably changing the reactive sticking coefficient of radical species on the reactor walls.
One such example is the reaction Cl ! wall ! 0.5 Cl 2 . A long term increase in the coefficient for this process increases the Cl 2 density, decreases the Cl density and increases the electronegativity of the plasma due to increased attachment to Cl 2 [19] . A useful application of feedback controllers would be to compensate for this change in reactive sticking coefficient.
In the next case, we consider a 10% mixture of Cl 2 in Ar. The reactor is the same as shown in Fig. 3 . The lower electrode is, however, biased with an rf voltage. To design the controller, we chose inductive power and bias voltage on the electrode as the actuators. Although the bias voltage does not appreciably change the ionization rate, the uniformity of ion flux to the substrate can be affected, as well as the mole fraction of any given species [12] . The sensors were spatially averaged electron density and total Cl + flux to the wafer. The choice of sensor for any particular control case depends on theoretical or empirical correlations between measurable quantities and the desired product, etch rate for example. Although it is more difficult to experimentally measure only the Cl + flux, as opposed to the ion flux, we chose this particular sensor because it is more correlated with the disturbance that the total ion flux.
To simulate a change in wall conditions, we increased the sticking coefficient of Cl at the reactor walls which formed Another parameter that may drift over time in the Ar/Cl 2 system is gas pressure. In Fig. 10 , we use the controller described for the last example to compensate for a 5% increase in pressure. As for the pure argon system, the electron density increased when pressure was increased. An increase in the density of electrons also resulted in a larger flux of Cl + ions to the wafer. To compensate for the change in sensor signals, the controller decreased the inductive power and rf bias voltage.
The Cl + flux, however, is more sensitive to process parameters at the higher pressures, and therefore oscillates slightly about the set point. The problems we discussed in the context of ICP reactors can occur in RIE reactors as well. Using similar algorithms, we were successful in designing stable controllers that could control external disturbances and changes in actuators in RIE reactors. These results will, however, not be described here. We instead demonstrate how the VPEM (or similar computational tools) can be used to design controllers for improving the ion energy flux uniformity at the wafer in RIE reactors. The basis of this controller is the observation by Ding et al. [20] that the energy flux to the wafer is the dominant factor in determining etch rate in many fluorocarbon oxide etch systems. The reactor we used is a parallel plate capacitively coupled discharge in which the powered electrode has been split into two annular rings as shown in Fig. 11 . The voltages applied to the two electrode segments can be separately controlled. Typical plasma parameters are shown in Fig. 11 for Ar at 100 mtorr, 10 sccm gas flow, and 13.56 MHz bias frequency. The plasma density is maximum near the edge of the electrode, an effect attributed to electric field enhancement [21] . In designing the two-actuator two-sensor controller, we chose the voltage applied to the two electrodes to be the actuators. The sensors were placed on top of the substrate at the mid point of the annuli, and they measured a quantity proportional to the ion energy flux. The ion energy flux at both sensors was found to increase when voltage was increased and, as expected, correlate well with the voltage at the corresponding electrode. There was, however, a weak dependence on the voltage of the other electrode as well since radial transport of ions generated above one annulus can produce an ion flux on the other annulus. To quantify the uniformity of the ion flux to the substrate, we define U = (E max 0 E min )=(E max + E min ) [8] where E max and E min are the maximum and minimum ion energy flux onto the substrate. Smaller U means better uniformity.
For the problem of interest, we designed a new controller which would adjust the voltage on the two electrodes with the goal of equating the ion energy flux at the two sensors. The results are shown in Fig. 12 . Initially, the voltage on the two electrodes are kept equal. The resulting ion energy flux is larger on the outer annulus due to the higher ion density near the edge of the electrode, producing a uniformity of U = 0:27. After the controller is turned on, the voltages are adjusted so that the two sensor signals become nearly equal. The voltage on the outer electrode is decreased to compensate for the electric field enhancement which produces a higher ion density. The voltage on the inner electrode increases to locally produce more ions which are more energetic. With the controller on, the uniformity improves from U = 0:27 to U = 0:05.
The control solutions which we have obtained in this study are not necessarily unique. There may be alternate paths from the perturbed conditions to the desired set points which are not captured by the VPEM since we have linearized the response surface in the controller algorithm. We see consequences of this situation if we greatly perturb the system by, for example, disturbing a system by 30% from its nominal value. Following such a large perturbation, the linearized controller may not be able to recover the set point conditions since the restoring path on the response surface has nonlinear elements. Since the control problems of interest typically address smaller perturbations in operating conditions, the nonunique nature of the solution is not terribly limiting.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we described a computational plasma simulation tool, the Virtual Plasma Equipment Model (VPEM), Fig. 12 . Sensor and actuator time history where the controller tries to improve the uniformity of ion energy flux at the substrate in the split electrode RIE reactor ( Fig. 11) with Ar. The actuators are bias voltages on the two electrodes. The sensors measure a quantity proportional to ion energy flux at two points on the wafer.
that was used to investigate feedback control problems in plasma processing equipment. The VPEM uses a detailed plasma equipment model, HPEM, for simulating the plasma. The input and output of the HPEM are linked through a sensor module, a controller module, and an actuator module. A large number of actuators and sensors have been implemented which makes VPEM a versatile tool for evaluating feedback control strategies and controller designs.
We used the VPEM to study a number of feedback control problems in ICP and RIE reactors. The controller in these studies were designed using a response surface based methodology. Results from the simulation suggest strategies whereby drifts in process parameters such as pressure and inductive power deposition can be controlled, and gas leaks and changes in reactor wall conditions can be compensated. We also investigated a technique for improving the ion energy flux uniformity at the wafer. This technique uses a split powered electrode RIE reactor in which the voltage on the two segments is modified using a feedback controller.
The controllers in the present study have been designed using static plasma models which appear suitable for low controller frequencies typically used in practice. Control frequencies commensurate with the plasma equilibration time scales will, however, necessitate the use of dynamic models. This is computationally a very challenging problem which may require less comprehensive plasma models to be tractable.
